Water, equity and resilience in Southern Africa: future directions for research and practice
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Drawing from the proceedings of an expert workshop with academics, researchers, government and NGO participants working in diverse countries in southern Africa and beyond, this paper reviews the discourse on resilience, both conceptually and in practice. We highlight opportunities to develop and apply a more situated, equity-sensitive and context-relevant understanding of resilience, particularly in the water sector. To pursue more just and resilient water futures in highly unequal and water stressed regions, we propose that researchers and practitioners (1) place greater emphasis on the transformative potential of resilience, (2) broaden the social dimensions of resilience to account more fully for intangible and other social factors, (3) engage critically with the decision-making processes and practices of building resilience, (4) contribute to the development of indicators and guidelines for building just and resilient water futures, (5) strengthen the role of situated knowledges, (6) critically engage with scale and boundaries in complex adaptive systems, and (7) strengthen the policy–science–civil society interface.
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Introduction

Today, resilience thinking is prolific across a range of research fields and global policy domains, serving as a bridge between social and environmental sciences, and between science, policy, and practice. Resilience, in its broadest sense, refers to the ability of systems or societies to cope with shocks, stresses and change, whether by persisting or by adapting and transforming [1\(^*\)]. Early work on resilience used the term to describe, or measure, of the ability of systems to absorb change [2] — a notion that has since evolved. Today, resilience thinking is widely used as an approach to deal with complex adaptive systems dynamics and their inherent uncertainty, promoting learning to live with change as an opportunity [1\(^*\)]. The ability to adapt and transform in the face of change is often considered a key aspect of resilience thinking [1\(^*\)] at the conceptual level, while in practice the question of what constitutes fundamental change and how to achieve it remains a topic of research and ongoing debates [3].

Another key dimension of resilience thinking is dealing with uncertain risks associated with climate change impacts or other complex system interactions in the Anthropocene and, as such, resilience thinking is often concerned with how societies and biophysical systems can not only persist, but also thrive in the face of disturbance, both anticipated and unknown [cf. 4].

Debates about the conceptual, normative and applied aspects of resilience are ongoing, particularly around how the term has been mainstreamed in development, planning and academic arenas. Despite numerous and
valid critiques [e.g., 5,6,7–10], resilience thinking has been identified as a useful heuristic to guide integrative thinking [8] and as providing a valuable intellectual space in which to embrace complexity in human–environment relations across multiple disciplines [6**]. Because of these ongoing debates, the growing use of the term necessitates that we critically reflect on and constructively engage with its various applications. As such, the aim of this paper is to address key concerns related to the diverse existing and future applications of resilience thinking in water governance in southern Africa. This includes crucial focus on social justice, power, and transformation. With this in mind, we suggest new pathways towards more grounded (or situated) and transformative notions of resilience in the context of highly unequal and water-stressed regions.

We engage with the main objectives of resilience thinking as a scientific, applied and political discourse by bringing voices and lessons from various spaces in southern Africa—a water-stressed region with persistently high levels of poverty, inequality, vulnerability, and governance challenges. Southern Africa is prone to increased frequency of extreme climatic events, particularly El Niño-related droughts, exacting a heavy toll on the inhabitants and economies of the region. The water security challenges for this region involve climate change impacts, more frequent droughts, inadequate water infrastructure, rapidly growing population, and water pollution [11–13]. These water-related risks have profound implications for social justice, health, and food and livelihood security as they affect disproportionally poor and marginalized communities.

Building on a 2.5-day expert workshop held in Stellenbosch, South Africa in August 2016, we offer insights about how to move towards an equity-sensitive approach to building water resilience, drawing from the diverse perspectives of experts on water, vulnerability and climate change adaptation, with particular focus on southern Africa. In so doing, we engage with the often highly technical, western-centric and positivist claims behind resilience and propose a more situated and grounded approach. Together with Eakin et al. [14**] and Cutter [157], we understand resilience building primarily as a socio-political process. Achieving resilience in a meaningful way hinges on making socio-political processes transparent and legible [16]. We further argue that in managing risks, we need to move away from relying exclusively on risk assessments, to include a deeper engagement with the socio-political influences behind decision-making itself, including culture, knowledges, politics, and power dynamics [cf. 14**]. In this vein, we propose that researchers and practitioners (1) place greater emphasis on the transformative potential of resilience, (2) broaden the social dimensions of resilience to account more fully for intangible and other social factors, (3) engage critically with the decision-making processes and practices of building resilience, (4) contribute to the development of indicators and guidelines for building just and resilient water futures, (5) strengthen the role of situated knowledges, (6) critically engage with scale and boundaries in complex adaptive systems, and (7) strengthen the policy–science–civil society interface.

**Water, resilience and equity in southern Africa**

With a growing social science literature on resilience [10,17,69], and the emergence of more specific scholarship on urban resilience [18**] and water resilience [19], resilience has become an influential concept in resource planning and governance. Resilience has also become a strategic agenda in the southern African region through major funders, donor agencies and foundations, including the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities, the UNISDR Resilient Cities preparedness programs, various climate resilience funding schemes, and others. Embedded in complex adaptive systems thinking, the resilience discourse tends to promote diversity, flexibility, inclusion, participation, and recognition of social values as important or desirable for building resilience. However, the links between these principles and resilience outcomes remain less understood. In addition, resilience thinking promotes acceptance of, and coping with, uncertainty and change [20–22,73]. As such, resilience, we believe, holds tremendous potential to promote new forms of adaptive governance—flexible, more inclusive and open to change. However, we find there is a gap in understanding precisely how these diverse resilience objectives are linked. As we see in southern Africa and other contexts, resilience building efforts are further shaped by the interests of different donor agencies or transnational organizations, for example, the Rockefeller Foundation and others, that tend to promote expert-driven top-down approaches.

In the water sector, resilience thinking manifests in various ways—from resilience to specific water-related risks, such as droughts or floods, to resilience of social–ecological systems to various chronic and emerging
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11 This paper synthesizes the work of member of the International WaTERS research consortium (www.international-waters.org), and partners, who hosted a 2.5 day expert workshop in August 2016 in Stellenbosch, South Africa, to collaborate and share research on water governance and various dimensions of resilience and vulnerability in diverse contexts across southern Africa. Participants included researchers, NGOs collaborators, and government officials, representing 7 countries (Canada, US, South Africa, Malawi, Botswana, Netherlands, India) and a range of disciplines: geography, anthropology, history, engineering, social work, environmental studies, biology, ecology and others. This paper summarizes the main themes raised at this workshop and identifies pathways for future research and practice. To identify these pathways, detailed notes from the workshop were compiled, analyzed by themes, which were then sent around to all participants for further feedback. Further information, participant list and reports available at http://waterequity.pwias.ubc.ca/.
hydrologic shocks. Southern Africa is important in this context because it faces high levels of inequality, development challenges of ensuring access to water and sanitation within highly unequal social systems, and high vulnerability to climate change and other stressors [11,23–25]. For instance, in South Africa the Gini coefficient of water inequality is directly correlated with income inequality, which is among the highest in the world [26,27]. The colonial history of the region and powerful economic, political and social interests, have contributed to focus on in techno-centric understanding and approaches to water use — the so-called hydraulic paradigm [27]. As such, applying a resilience-informed agenda in southern Africa requires dealing more centrally with the social justice and equity challenges associated with resilience. Otherwise, it is very likely that the outcomes of resilience building efforts will deepen existing inequalities and destabilize ongoing efforts to build more inclusive and just societies.

In the context of urban water planning, resilience — as constructed by international, or national and local agendas — remains predominantly aligned with techno-centric approaches around risk reduction and risk management, which does not adequately address ongoing development challenges around equitable access to water, gender issues, participatory governance, and legacies of infrastructure and resource inequality. It is therefore of utmost importance to critically interrogate the resilience agenda within the realities of social, economic and political disparities in southern Africa. Below we provide a few ways to rethink and resituate resilience as a pathway towards more equitable, just and sustainable water futures in the region, and beyond.

**Pathways to just and resilient water futures**

Because resilience has become a pluralistic discourse [28**,29,30] that draws on a multiplicity of epistemologies and approaches, the pathways towards achieving resilience are also multiple. The following section explores insights and suggestions for practices that can help increase resilience in the water sector in a more transformative manner. In line with the above discussion and other authors [e.g., 31*] we argue that researchers and practitioners should engage with resilience with a primary focus on equity and justice.

**Rethinking transformation**

Resilience has indeed been criticized for being a conservative concept, often interpreted as serving to maintain the status quo [8,9]. Meanwhile, others have pointed out that resilience is fundamentally about dealing with and navigating change, and therefore it is primarily concerned with the capacity to adapt — and transform — in the face of change [20,1*,32,73,72]. While transformation is a challenging process [33], we believe that it is critically important to engage with the notion of transformative capacity, and specifically with questions of ‘towards what’, ‘for whom’ and ‘through what processes’ [cf. 18**].

While resilience is often intuitively understood to be an uncontested ‘good’ — or universally beneficial — there is a small but growing body of work that scrutinizes the normative assumptions behind resilience, both as a concept and in practice [8,34]. For example, some critics of resilience have pointed out that undesirable and unequal systems can also be very persistent, or resilient. Further, a large proportion of the resilience-focused work in the global South assumes that due to high levels of vulnerability, lower capacity, or endemic poverty, building resilience is needed, necessary and desirable. This in turn has led to overreliance on external technical expertise aiming at bringing lessons and capacities from other contexts. However, this position undermines the existing sources of adaptive capacity among vulnerable communities as they navigate and cope with high levels of inequality in service provision [35]. In southern Africa, it is precisely high levels of inequality in water access and governance, and therefore inequity in adaptive and transformative capacity, that systematically undermine resilience, both state and community-led, to water-related risks. A more concerted effort by the research, policy and practice communities is needed to identify leverage points that can lead to transformation towards equitable water governance as a necessary means, and an end, to achieving resilience.

In this regard, resilience thinking has received many similar critiques to those of sustainable development. Resilience and sustainability are in fact closely linked, and at times conflated, discourses (e.g., [36,37]) as is evident in the prominent use of the term ‘resilience’ in the SDGs (see https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/). While these concepts are not inherently incompatible with notions of justice and just transformations, resilience thinking tends to focus on biophysical and ecological dynamics more prominently than on societal transformation. We argue for continued critical interrogation of the various aspects of resilience, including transformative capacity, and for questioning whether particular aspects of or pathways to resilience, however defined, benefit society as a whole or whether they reinforce existing inequalities. In contexts such as southern Africa, to strengthen the resilience of societies to water-related shocks will require fundamental change: breaking down structural barriers in the economy and enabling socially transformative forms of governance. In this sense, achieving equity is likely a necessary pathway to achieving resilience.

**Broadening the social dimensions of resilience**

While this focus has been growing in the resilience domain, further progress is needed to deepen and broaden understandings of the social dimensions of
resilience. There is a long history of work on the social justice aspects of water governance, development and adaptation studies that can lend useful tools and insights. One possible avenue to engage more meaningfully with how the ‘social’ is conceptualized in resilience thinking is the Capabilities Approach (CA) [cf. 38,39]. An alternative framework for thinking about well-being, the CA concentrates on the human capabilities or substantive freedoms people value, giving primacy to the ideas of freedom and opportunity, rather than the distribution of material goods. An expanded notion of human wellbeing, associated with the Capabilities Approach [38,40–42], can challenge the way in which we think about social systems and enable new ways of considering the intangible dimensions of resilience, such as emotion, agency and power.

In this sense, resilience could be reframed around the notion of a just society — more so than ‘sustainable’ society — and the sets of opportunities that such an approach would enable. A ‘just society’ refers not only to the fair distribution of essential material goods — such as taps and pipes — but also of non-material ‘goods’, such as the emotions associated with not having access to clean water, safety considerations, or being excluded from decision-making opportunities or other forms of social networks. Resilience in this sense would focus more prominently on notions of agency, gender, justice, equity and more equal relations of power, as key factors that enable societies not only to cope, but also to thrive in the face of change. We argue that more equitable societies are more likely to be able cope and adapt in the face of change, as the capacities to learn, self-organize, innovate, and transform are more evenly distributed among different groups, as opposed to concentrated in the hands of a few.

Engaging with processual dynamics
The processes required to build resilience are critically important and yet often overlooked. As such, we argue that the processes of building resilience are equally important as the outcome. Of course, Biggs et al. [43] and many others have already highlighted the importance of governance inclusivity and participation as critical aspects of achieving social–ecological resilience. However, given the ongoing complexities and historical tensions of participatory governance in many contexts, especially southern Africa, we argue for critical unpacking of what ‘participatory’ and ‘inclusive’ might mean in different contexts and through what means are they to be achieved. We therefore invite more focus on the processes that guide decision-making and action around resilience. As an example, our workshop discussions elaborated on the idea of resilience as a process of negotiation — a notion that can help attend more fully to the processual dimensions of resilience (for further discussion, see [16]). Given that there is likely no singular or universally resilient outcome (see also [30]), what might be resilient for some may not be for others, what might be resilient at one scale may not be at others, and what might be resilient in one sector (e.g., water) may not be in others (agriculture or energy).

For example, municipal efforts to build resilience to drought in the currently water-stressed Cape Town, South Africa, will likely involve tapping into the groundwater system in the Cape Flats — an ecologically sensitive area that is also home to some of the biggest informal, peri-urban and impoverished urban areas in Cape Town. Developing groundwater sources involved various trade-offs, including between food security — as groundwater is used for food production — and flood resilience — as the water table in the Cape Flats is very high. This case a prime example of the tradeoffs between local resilience for the communities in the Cape Flats and the resilience of the metropolitan urban water supply systems. In this and other examples we see that complex trade-offs are inherent in the process of resilience building and as such they must be actively, and fairly, negotiated. Such negotiations are necessarily normative and deliberative, creating space to negotiate values, to engage in deliberative decision-making, and to account for, and to recognize, difficult losses that are incurred with trade-offs [44,45]. As such, building resilience needs to move beyond simply engaging communities to more adequately consider and build processes to facilitate transparent and fair negotiation.

Measuring equity and resilience
We recognize the applied and practical importance of measuring resilience, both in terms of outcomes and process, to help monitor adaptive and transformative capacity — or the ability to cope with and deal with change — over time. While much work is focused on designing generalizable metrics and frameworks for assessing resilience [e.g., 46,47], the specific historical, social, economic, political and biophysical characteristics of different locales require more grounded and context-sensitive approaches. There are ongoing debates in the resilience scholarship about how precisely to measure resilience [see 46–48] including water-related resilience [e.g., 49]. However, the emerging consensus is that it is unlikely that a unifying metric of resilience will be developed. Instead, tracing or measuring water resilience will require a suite of metrics, drawing from various fields and capturing various scales. Metrics should capture both outcome and process specific indicators, and include common systems level metrics (e.g., water storage; overall water use) at various spatial scales. Metrics of water resilience should also involve more diverse indicators to capture the complex dimensions of social systems.

Further, we would like to highlight the importance of including equity indicators that can help empirically track
the relationship between equity and resilience — a persistent gap in the empirical work on resilience. Efforts to measure resilience should include various metrics of equity, for example, the Gini index of household water use, in ways that are attentive to local realities of inequality and their spatial manifestations (cf. [35]), which in turn shape differentiated resilience and capacity to cope with water-related risks. Furthermore, indicators should be meaningful to diverse stakeholders, including impacted groups and decision makers, and should thus be developed and adopted through participatory processes. As such, the very process of coming up with water resilience metrics could be an advance in procedural equity, particularly to the degree that defining such an effort is transparent, participatory and accessible. One promising example is the process of coming up with the Durban/eTkwini’s Resilience Strategy, which involved iterative and participatory processes at all stages of formulating the city’s Resilience Strategy, with explicit focus on representation and inclusion from the most marginalized groups.12

Understanding how past societies in specific places succeeded or failed in adapting to past climatic or hydrologic variability, for example, may very well provide us with a deeper insight into specific capacities that helped (or did not) in dealing with environmental or climatic exigencies. As such, revisiting the work of [50,53] we believe experimental and grounded — or situated — knowledges deserve deeper engagement and a more prominent place in other domains of resilience, such as urban resilience or water resilience.

Further, we find it is important to challenge the nature of ‘knowledge’ in resilience building, particularly whose knowledge and expertise is being incorporated. As [54] and others have observed, there are profound challenges in integrating scientific, policy-relevant and civil society perspectives, including questions of credibility and legitimacy of different forms of knowledge. Specifically, in southern Africa, there is a high diversity of cultures and knowledge systems that need to be considered, particularly when such knowledges are difficult to integrate within the highly technical and bureaucratic language of resilience building [54]. Together with these authors, we argue for more attention to the processes of knowledge generation and the politics of knowledge production in the efforts to build resilience in the global South and beyond.

The role of situated knowledge(s)

Resilience scholarship, particularly in the domain of social–ecological systems, has indeed recognized the value of traditional ecological knowledge in understanding processes of change [see 50,21]. And yet, much of the work on urban resilience and climate resilience today tends to be predominantly forward-looking, often neglecting to integrate lessons from historic examples or to consider historical factors as sources of vulnerability. For example, the colonial legacies of southern Africa have historically silenced the voices of subsets of African populations, resulting in the loss of insights into creative forms of coping strategies in building resilience to droughts, floods or other water-related risks. The oral nature of this history has also meant that these adaptive strategies need to be revealed through dialogue and story-telling, as it exists in the experiences, histories and voices of the people, rather than written documents. As noted above, many people in impoverished communities live very ‘resilient’ lives, coping on a daily basis with shocks and lack of services or basic infrastructure. Greater attention thus needs to be paid to the wealth of experience, knowledge, and capacity that exists, and that has existed in these contexts.

As many historians would attest, the growth of societies has been accompanied by constant practices of adapting to changing stresses and opportunities [51]. Parallels can also be drawn from work in the transitions literature that studies processes of societal change over time (e.g., [52]).

Further, we find it is important to challenge the nature of ‘knowledge’ in resilience building, particularly whose knowledge and expertise is being incorporated. As [54] and others have observed, there are profound challenges in integrating scientific, policy-relevant and civil society perspectives, including questions of credibility and legitimacy of different forms of knowledge. Specifically, in southern Africa, there is a high diversity of cultures and knowledge systems that need to be considered, particularly when such knowledges are difficult to integrate within the highly technical and bureaucratic language of resilience building [54]. Together with these authors, we argue for more attention to the processes of knowledge generation and the politics of knowledge production in the efforts to build resilience in the global South and beyond.

Embracing and navigating hydrologic change in complex systems

Among the main conceptual foundations of resilience are the notions of change and complexity [e.g., 55,56]. As such, resilience thinking often highlights the need to better understand and learn how to navigate change and complex interactions (and trade-offs) between various factors, such as climate change, socio-political change, global environmental change, endemic poverty and inequality across various temporal and spatial scales. Specifically, in the context of water management, Pahl-Wostl et al. [57], Lee-Moore [58] and others have argued for explicitly engaging with the complex and unpredictable nature of change in water systems, by focusing on learning and adaptive processes, rather than solely on outcome-based planning. Dunn et al. [59] have further argued for a shift towards complexity thinking in water governance, that accounts for the highly variable and increasingly unpredictable nature of hydro-social dynamics. As such, many have argued for a shift towards radically different notions of water governance that are more adaptive, flexible and context-sensitive [60]. However, there is still little understanding of how to apply the resilience-informed principles of flexibility, adaptiveness and transformability to the water sector, where there is a historical prevalence of hard physical infrastructures that are not always easy to change. Insights and starting points have been suggested in work that is increasingly promoting flexible, or soft infrastructure approaches, such as

using urban river corridors and wetlands and stormwater conduits or for flood retention (e.g., [61] or work on adaptive water law that can incorporate notions of uncertainty [62]).

Further, while complexity thinking is an emerging approach within water governance, there is a strong need to understand how processes of change, both biophysical and social, interact across scales. This calls for a critical engagement with the notions of scale, specifically recognizing that in social systems, scale is often inherently political, and social processes often prioritize certain scales or spaces over others, sidestepping and obscuring other processes [cf. 63]. Applying concepts such as complexity and scale — which have strong roots in systems thinking and the natural sciences — to social systems without critical reflection can result in misaligned understandings of the actual drivers, or outcomes, of resilience. As such, we believe that the application of resilience thinking to water risks in the context of southern Africa, or in other contexts, requires critical thinking about how scale and boundaries are framed and by whom, and what is being enabled or lost by building resilience at different scales.

Resilience in practice: improving the policy–science–civil society interface

Last, but not least, while resilience thinking necessitates stronger integration across the communities of research and practice, these efforts remain tentative, localized, and often insufficient. As Ziervogel et al. [64] argue, there is a need to shift knowledge-policy dialogues away from a one-directional approach where science informs policy, to one where scientific knowledge, managerial knowledge and local (or situated) knowledges all form part of the science-knowledge-policy co-construction process. Indeed, there are many positive signs from projects in southern Africa that have developed linkages between scientists, policy makers and civil society. Examples include the Challenge Programme for Water and Food, the Water Dialogues, the Durban Resilience Strategy and others [65].

Depending on the balance between various actors, these processes can result in scientifically-sound and community-sensitive policy, where communities are able to make decisions with a fuller understanding of localized projections of hydrologic impacts of climate change, and scientists have an improved understanding of the practical uses and needs for research [25,67]. Relationships between experts, civil society and policy makers are maintained most effectively through the establishment of knowledge networks, often drawing on social learning and adopting a structure of regular meetings and exchanges [64]. With the involvement of civil society and community members in scientifically-informed decision making, the push for a more meaningful resilience, or the capacity for transformative change becomes practically achievable.

Conclusion

In this concept piece, we review recent relevant scholarship on resilience and water governance, with a focus on the context and insights from experiences in southern Africa, to provide pathways to move towards a more situated equity and justice-centered approach to resilience. We find that a regional focus is important in enabling more meaningful engagement with local knowledges, experiences and places. Specific to southern Africa, we find that the discourse of resilience, albeit strategic and highly influential, is not universally applicable and can be highly problematic. However, we see promise in critically engaging with resilience concepts and practices. While some scholars conceptualize resilience as an end goal, we find more value in the concept as a pathway — a means to guide towards defining and moving towards a range of desirable outcomes, both material and non-material, with a focus on critical reflection along the way. We thus propose that we should move away from a techno-centric, end-point oriented notions of resilience, especially in the context of southern Africa and the Global South, towards more process-oriented notions of resilience, as these may be more useful in transitioning towards more sustainable, just and resilient water futures.

We have also stressed that there is also a key link between equity and resilience that needs to be expanded theoretically and empirically. As such, we believe resilience building should be more concerned with the democratization of policy-making and decision-making processes, including a deeper understanding of how citizens engage with these processes. Resilience as a concept is not alone in having high currency while suffering from conceptual and practical ambiguity. We, however, take the stance that the rich cross-disciplinary engagement and conversation around the concept — as a metaphor or an analytical tool — has resulted in several important contributions, both conceptually and in practice. Resilience thinking holds promise for a deeper understanding of the complex interactions between human and natural systems and has the potential to guide transitions to more sustainable water futures. However, without centering equity and justice in these efforts, we believe that little will be achieved.
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